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ABSTRACT

PolyA DB is a database cataloging cleavage and

polyadenylation sites (PASs) in several genomes.

Previous versions were based mainly on expressed

sequence tags (ESTs), which had a limited amount

and could lead to inaccurate PAS identification due

to the presence of internal A-rich sequences in tran-

scripts. Here, we present an updated version of the

database based solely on deep sequencing data.

First, PASs are mapped by the 3′ region extraction

and deep sequencing (3′READS) method, ensuring

unequivocal PAS identification. Second, a large vol-

ume of data based on diverse biological samples

increases PAS coverage by 3.5-fold over the EST-

based version and provides PAS usage information.

Third, strand-specific RNA-seq data are used to ex-

tend annotated 3′ ends of genes to obtain more

thorough annotations of alternative polyadenylation

(APA) sites. Fourth, conservation information of PAS

across mammals sheds light on significance of APA

sites. The database (URL: http://www.polya-db.org/

v3) currently holds PASs in human, mouse, rat and

chicken, and has links to the UCSC genome browser

for further visualization and for integration with other

genomic data.

INTRODUCTION

Cleavage and polyadenylation (C/P) of the nascent RNA
is essential for 3′ end maturation of almost all eukaryotic
mRNAs and long non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs), and pre-
ludes termination of transcription (1,2). The C/P site, also
known as polyA site (PAS), is de�ned bymultiple surround-
ing regulatory cis elements (3). In vertebrates, the cis ele-
ments include the PAS hexamer (AAUAAA, AUUAAA, or
their variants), UGUA motif and U-rich motifs, all located

upstream of the PAS, and downstream U-rich and UGUG
motifs. PAS cis elements vary in lower species (3–6), with the
budding yeast showing the most degenerate motifs around
the PAS (3,7).
Most eukaryotic genes harbor multiple PASs, leading to

expression of alternative polyadenylation (APA) isoforms
(1,8,9). Most APA sites are located in 3′ untranslated re-
gions (3′UTRs) of mRNAs, resulting in isoforms with dif-
ferent 3′UTR lengths and, consequently, distinct mRNA
metabolisms. In addition, a sizable fraction of the sites are
embedded in introns (10,11), in�uencing both coding and
non-coding regions of gene transcripts. APA greatly in-
creases the diversity of transcriptome encoded by a genome,
and has been shown to be highly regulated across tissues
and cell types (12–14). In addition, global regulation of the
APA pro�le has been shown in cell proliferation, differenti-
ation, and development (15,16), and in cells responding to
environmental cues (17,18).
Given the critical role of PAS in termination of transcrip-

tion and the impact of APA on gene expression, it is impor-
tant to have a comprehensive and accurate catalog of PASs
in genomes. Early PAS databases, such as PolyA DB (19,20)
and PACdb (21), were based on cDNA sequences and ex-
pressed sequence tags (ESTs). PASs were identi�ed using
cDNA/EST sequences that had an terminal poly(A/T) re-
gion corresponding to the poly(A) tail (22,23). While these
databases were useful for initial understanding of the scale
of APA and facilitated survey-based analysis of APA in dif-
ferent systems, they are not comprehensive due to the lim-
ited number of cDNA/EST sequences available in public
databases. In addition, internal A-rich sequences of tran-
scripts often lead to poly(A/T) sequences in cDNAs, result-
ing in false identi�cation of PAS (24).
The last decade has witnessed explosive growth of deep

sequencing (a.k.a., next-generation sequencing) data. A
number of sequencing methods have been developed to
speci�cally interrogate the 3′ end of transcripts (reviewed
in (25)), which have also led to the creation of several PAS-
based databases, such as APADB (26) and APASdb (27).
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However, while 3′ end sequencing methods have greatly fa-
cilitated PAS identi�cation genome-wide, priming at inter-
nal A-rich sequences is still an issue leading to false iden-
ti�cation of PASs when an oligo(dT)-containing primer is
used to generate cDNAs (22). Whereas false positives come
from internal A-rich sequences, false negatives arise when
genuine PASs are discarded because of their placement in
an A-rich sequence region (28).
Here we present a major upgrade of PolyA DB (named

version 3), built upon a large volume of data generated
by 3′READS (11,28), a 3′ end sequencing method that is
not affected by internal A-rich sequences. At the time of
this publication, the database contains PASs in four organ-
isms, human, mouse, rat and chicken. Conservation of PAS
across mammals and transcript abundance for each PAS
provide additional information to examine the relative im-
portance of APA sites.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Identi�cation of PASs with 3′READS data

3′READS is a deep sequencing method specialized in inter-
rogation of the 3′ end of poly(A)+ transcripts (11,28). The
method uses a chimeric oligo containing DNA and RNA
(or locked nucleic acid) to retain the 5′ end region of poly(A)
tail in the cDNA (11,28). As such, each 3′READS read con-
tains a few terminal T’s (because of the antisense sequencing
of cDNA) corresponding to the poly(A) tail. We collected
over 9–59 3′READS samples per species from diverse tis-
sues and cell lines of human, mouse, rat and chicken, total-
ing 23–150 million PAS-containing reads per species (Table
1 and Supplementary Table S1). We aligned reads to corre-
sponding genomes (mm9 for mouse, hg19 for human, rn5
for rat and galGal4 for chicken) for identi�cation of PASs
using bowtie2 (version 2.2.9). Random nucleotides at the 5′

end (derived from the 3′ adapter used for cDNA construc-
tion) of reads were removed before mapping. Reads with
a mapping quality score (MAPQ) ≥10 were kept for fur-
ther analysis. Reads with ≥2 non-genomic 5′Ts after align-
ment were called PAS reads (11). As such, internal A-rich
sequences of transcripts, which would result in reads with-
out extra T’s after genome alignment, did not affect PAS
identi�cation. For each sample, the PASs within 24 nt from
each other were clustered to address heterogeneous cleavage
in PAS usage (29). Only the PASs with at least two reads in
at least two samples were considered as genuine PASs.

PAS annotation

Identi�ed PASs were assigned to genes based on RefSeq
database (Release 83) (30) and Ensembl database (release
75 for human, release 67 for mouse, release 79 for rat and
release 85 for chicken) (31). Because RefSeq and Ensembl
gene annotations often miss PASs at the 3′ end of genes,
we used strand-speci�c, poly(A)+ RNA-seq datasets (32–
36) to extend the 3′ ends de�ned by RefSeq and Ensembl.
We required continuous coverage of RNA-seq reads in the
extended region, with a minimum of �ve reads at each po-
sition. We also required that 3′ end extension did not ex-
ceed the transcription start site of the downstream gene on

the same strand. We then annotated genic PASs by their
intron/exon locations based on the representative RefSeq
or Ensembl sequences (the sequence with greatest genomic
span), i.e. 5′-most exon, internal exon, 3′-most exon, single
exon and intron. This step was carried out for both mRNA
and ncRNA genes.When a gene was annotated in both Ref-
Seq and Ensembl databases, RefSeq information was used.
For mRNA genes, we next classi�ed PASs into four types

based on coding information derived from the representa-
tive RefSeq or Ensembl sequence, including 5′UTR, CDS,
3′UTR and intron. Because most 3′UTRs harbor multiple
PASs, we further classi�ed 3′UTR PASs into �rst, middle
and last PASs, based their relative locations. If a gene had a
single 3′UTR PAS, it was called single PAS. Moreover, we
annotated the PAS hexamer sequence for each PAS, using
the 40-nt upstream region of the PAS (29). Five types were
included, i.e. AAUAAA, AUUAAA, Other (AGUAAA
UAUAAA CAUAAA GAUAAA AAUAUA AAUACA
AAUAGAAAAAAGACUAAA), A-rich (AAAAAA) and
None.

Conservation of PASs

We used pair-wise genome alignment chain �les from the
UCSC Genome Bioinformatics Site to obtain syntenic re-
gions between genomes. We used the reciprocal best match
method our lab previously developed to identify conserved
PASs (37). Brie�y, two PASs from two species were consid-
ered to be orthologous when they were within 24-nt from
one another in whole genome alignment. A PAS that is con-
served between any two of the three analyzedmammals (hu-
man, mouse and rat) was considered as a conserved site in
the current release.

PAS usage levels

To evaluate the usage level of each PAS, we developed
two metrics, percentage of samples expressed (PSE) and
mean RPM (reads per million), based on the samples we
used for 3′READS. The PSE of a PAS was calculated as
NExpressed/NTotal, where NExpressed is the number of samples
in which the usage of PAS was detected (≥2 reads per sam-
ple), and NTotal is the total number of samples used. The
mean RPM of each PAS is averaged RPM value across
all the samples in which its usage was detected (≥2 reads).
The RPM value of a PAS in each sample is the number of
reads for the PAS normalized to the total number of reads
mapped to the genome.

DATABASE CONTENT

The approach for PAS identi�cation and presentation in
PolyA DB version 3 is summarized in Figure 1. As of
September 2017, PolyA DB version 3 contains 85 275, 121
163, 36 941 and 45 116 genic PASs covering 20 998 human,
21 588 mouse, 14 529 rat and 12 292 chicken genes, respec-
tively (Table 1). The PAS coverage is signi�cantly higher
than the previous version, PolyA DB 2, with an overall in-
crease by 3.5-fold (1.6-fold for human, 4.0-fold for mouse,
1.4-fold for rat and 7.2-fold for chicken).
PolyA DB substantially improves 3′ end annotations of

genes in RefSeq and Ensembl databases. The 3′ end of
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Table 1. Summary of PolyA DB version 3.1

Species Human Mouse Rat Chicken

No. of samples used 24 59 11 9
No. of PAS reads used 59 090 907 153 989 213 23 616 600 29 104 491
No. of PASs 108 042 202 426 61 905 65 909
No. of genic PASs 85 275 121 163 36 941 45 116
No. of genes listed 20 998 21 588 14 529 12 292
No. of genes with 3′ end extension 8962 12 027 8302 8352
Median 3′ end extension size (nt) 758 469 617 1062
No. of mRNA genes 15 977 17 846 14 077 12 130
No. of ncRNA genes 5021 3742 452 162

Figure 1. Schematic of PAS identi�cation and presentation in PolyA DB
version 3. The data �ow is indicated by arrowed lines. See the main text for
details.

each gene was extended by public strand-speci�c RNA-seq
data and the PASs identi�ed by 3′READS (see Materials
and Methods). Overall, ∼56% of genes (both mRNA and
ncRNA genes) had 3′ end extension. The median extension
size ranged from 469- to 1062-nt (Table 1).

PASs in PolyA DB are annotated according the splic-
ing con�guration derived from representative sequences in
RefSeq and Ensembl databases (see ‘Materials and Meth-
ods’ section). This process was carried out for both mRNA
and ncRNAgenes. FormRNAgenes (Supplementary Table
S2), we further classi�ed PASs according to the coding re-
gion. In all the species analyzed, about 66–81% of the genic
PASs were located in 3′UTRs, followed by intronic PASs
(17–32%), which would change both CDS and 3′UTR. For
ncRNAgenes inmammals (Supplementary Table S3), more
than half of their PASs were found in 3′-most exons (includ-
ing single exon genes), followed by introns (21–42%) and
internal exons (3–7%).
Each PAS in PolyA DB is annotated with two types of in-

formation that re�ects its usage levels, including frequency
of detection of its usage across samples and average expres-
sion level (number of normalized reads) in the samples it

was detected. In addition, PAS hexamer sequence is shown
to indicate PAS strength, and conservation in mammals
(human, mouse and rat) is displayed to help understand the
evolutionary importance of PAS.

DATA ACCESS AND WEBSITE INTERFACE

Data in PolyA DB are stored in a relational database, im-
plemented with MySQL (38). The interactive web interface
is implemented with PHP (URL: http://www.polya-db.org/
v3). Queries are based on RefSeq gene symbol/ID or En-
sembl gene ID. We provide two view tables to show data:
the Gene view table (Figure 2A) provides a summary of the
queried gene, including gene symbol, gene ID (both RefSeq
and Ensembl), gene name, gene type, genome version and
annotated transcription start site and the last PASs based
on RefSeq or Ensembl and PolyA DB. Orthologous genes
in other species in PolyA DB are listed, which are based on
the HomoloGene database from NCBI. Finally, a link to
UCSC genome browser is provided for visualization of the
gene and for integration with other public genomic data.
The PolyA Site View table (Figure 2B) lists all the PASs

assigned to the queried gene. For each PAS, we provide in-
formation about its genomic location (also used as ID for
the PAS, or PAS ID), intron/exon location (5′-most exon,
3′-most exon, internal exon and intron), PAS type (5′UTR,
CDS, 3′UTR and Intron), PSE, mean RPM and conserva-
tion in mammals. A link to UCSC genome browser is also
provided for each PAS.
The PolyA DB data can also be viewed on UCSC

genome browser through a custom track. The URL for the
PolyA DB track hub is http://www.polya-db.org/v3/hub/.
As in PolyA DB, each PAS is identi�ed by its PAS ID with
conservation information (‘C’ for conserved, ‘N’ for non-
conserved). The mean RPM of all samples can also be dis-
played. In addition, batch download of data in a tabular for-
mat is available at http://www.polya-db.org/v3/download.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Here, we present a major upgrade of PolyA DB (version
3), which substantially expands PAS collections in several
species. With accurate PAS identi�cation and quantitative
usage data based on a large number of samples, as well as
conservation information across species, PolyA DB 3 will
be of use for 3′ end annotation of genes and for under-
standing the signi�cance of APA sites. Future work will add
data from more species and more diverse cell/tissue types,
which will help APA conservation and regulation studies.
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Figure 2. An example of search result from PolyA DB 3. (A) Gene view. Mouse gene Cstf3 is used as an example. The output includes a summary table
of the gene as well as a link to UCSC genome browser. (B) PolyA SiteView. This table contains information of all individual PASs assigned to the queried
gene and their links to UCSC genome browser.

With more RNA-seq and 3′READS data becoming avail-
able, we also expect a more precise de�nition of the 3′ end
of genes in the future. In addition, in-depth analysis of PASs
in introns and in intergenic regions will be carried out to elu-
cidate their functions in gene regulation and contributions
to transcriptional activities in the genome.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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